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1"0 all whom it may concern: ' 
_ it known that I, HORACE II. TAYLOR, a 

citizen of the United States, residing in the 
town of Santa Rosa, county of Sonoma, and 

5 State of California, have invented a new and 
useful Improvement in‘Driers for Fruit and 
other Materials, of which the following is a 
specification. 
My invention relates to improvements in 

10 driers for fruit and other materials. It will 
be understood by reference to the accom 
panying drawings and the letters referring 
thereto. 
In the drawings, Figurel is aside elevation 

15 of my improved drier with parts broken 
away. Fig. 2 is a plan view with parts broken 
away. Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional view, 
and Fig. 4 is a side elevation of a portion of 
the drier-frame. 

20 A represents the main supporting-frame of 
the drier; B, the corrugated heat receiver and 
‘radiator; C, the heat-equalizing box; D, the 
openings connecting the heat-equalizing box 
with the heat-generating chamber; E, the 

25 valve-doors to the openings D for regulating 
the supply of heated air; F, the opening lead 
ing from the furnace to the drying-chain 
bers; G, the furnace; H, the solar-heat-gen 
crating chambers; I, the hot-air-draft-supply 
passages; J, the draft-valves; K, the cold-air 
supply openings; L, the valve of the cold-air 
supply opening; M, the valve to the main air 
discharge passage; N, the main air-discharge 
passage; 0, the glass frames or sash, which 

35 form the covers as Well as admit the rays of 
the sun, and I’ the valve for the heat-passage 
F, to close the same when not required to sup 
ply heated air to the drier. 

S represents the main side heat absorbing 
and radiating ventilators. 
The following is the construction of my 

improved drier: I form the main supporting 
frame A of wood, the absorbing and radiat~ 
ing ventilator S of black sheet-iron, and the 

45 heat- absorbing corrugated sheet B also of 
black sheet-iron. I form the outer side walls 
of the three sides of the drier which receive 
the sun’s action of sash set with glass to re 
ceive the rays of the sun. '1 form the central 
partition Uof sheet metal. I generally form 

30 

40 

50 
the back or north side and the roof of sheet 
metal. 
The following is the operation of my im~ 

proved drier: I place the fruit in the trays 
or drawers Q, which are of the ordinary con- 55 
struction to allow the air to pass freely up 
through the same. lVhen the sun is shining, 
I close the valve P, thereby closing the pas 
sage F, and open the valves or doors E. The 
solar-heat-gencrating box H, which quickly 60 
produces a considerable amount of heat in 
the heat-absorbing plate B, and the valve 
L being opened, a current of heated air is 
quickly established, which is at all times 
regulated by operating the valves L and M. 65 
The rays of the sun are absorbed by the 
black sheet-iron of the ventilating sides S 
and the plate B, and the air is thoroughly 
heated, but perfectly manageable by means 
of the valves and air-passages. 70 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, is—— ' - 

1. The fruit-drier described, composed of 
the heat-absorbing ventilators 'S, arranged 75 
one above another at the sides thereof, the 
glass-frames O, the main air~discharge pas 
sage N, arranged between the division strip 
U and the tiers of trays and adapted to carry 
off moist air rising from the fruit, the valve 80 
M, arranged at the base of the outlet-flue, the 
valves E, for controlling the heat rising from 
the solar-heat chambers II, the said solar-heat 
chambers, the corrugated plates 13, arranged 
therein, the valves P, arranged in the de?ect- 85 
ing-plate above the furnace and adapted to 
govern the heat thereof, the furnace G below 
the drying-chamber, the air-passages I, for the 
admission of cold air, and the air-passages J, 
leading from said furnace to drier, all adapted 9o 

‘ to operate substantially as and for the purpose 
specified. , 

2. The combination of the drier provided 
with the radiating ventilators S and fruit 
drawers Q, the passage F beneath the drier- 95 
body, provided with the valve P toregulate 
the passage of the heat, the outer passages D, 
having valves E for a similar purpose, the 
sashes O, the solar~heat~absorbing plates 13, 
and the valved inlets K in the bottom of the 100 
same, substantially as speci?ed. 

HORACE ll. TAYLOR. 
Witnesses: 

G. A. license, 
XV. J. EARDLEY. 


